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SPECTRUM range of MMA products had the answer, this high quality 

brand is owned  and distrubuted thoughout the UK on a very fast 

reliable service. In perticular UltraLine, which thanks to its 

manageable size and ease of use, which can be applied using a hand 

mould. A large surface area could be laid within a short amount of 

time. This was also helped to the fast curing times of the MMA paint.

Traditional thermoplastic marking is now under challenge in high 

volume areas with the development of the more surable MMA (cold 

plastic) technology. MMA has been found to last in exess of three times 

longer than thermoplastic, so it was a natural choice to use the UltraLine 

product from the spectrum range of paints and coatings.

The asset owner’s courage in choosing something out of the comfort 

zone of thermosplastic has excellent results. 

The increase in durability of working life of the product, meant that it 

has saved a further two applications of thermoplastic and all assorted 

worker riske exposure, as well as costs involved in the traffic manage-

ment.

Over and above the durability, the application method utilises tradition-

al marking skills and no extra machinery or specific training. Spectrum 

UltraLine also meets highway approvals BSEN1436 BSI approved for 

assurances. 

- SPECTRUM UltraLine - MMA

 - White

- Reflective Glass Beads
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It is the asset owner’s vision to minimise the risk exposure of 

operatives working on the main arterial road network system in the 

UK. The M27 is the busiest motorway on the south coast. It is 25 

miles long, and runs east/west essentially serving the cities of 

Portsmouth and Southampton. With the large traffic volumes it 

experiences, the markings in high stress zones receive excessive 

wear resulting in poor results with traditional marking systems.

To help achieve their vision, they required something at least twice 

as durable, as well as being a solution that doesn’t involve too much 

disruption, extra training or expensive machinery.


